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1

Background

Biomedical terminologies and ontologies are enabling resources for clinical decision support systems and data integration systems for translational research [1-2]. Therefore, the quality of these
resources has a direct impact on healthcare and biomedical research. In the past few years, quality assurance (QA) of biomedical terminologies and ontologies has become a key issue in the development of standard terminologies, such as SNOMED CT, and has emerged as an active field
of research. Approaches to quality assurance include the use of lexical, structural, semantic and
statistical techniques a pplied t o pa rticular biomedical te rminologies and o ntologies, as w ell as
techniques for comparing and contrasting biomedical terminologies and ontologies [3].
In this report, we review 36 s tudies performed in our research group over the past twelve years
having some quality assurance component [4-39]. About half of these studies have a primary focus on quality assurance in terminologies. In the other half, quality assurance is generally an application of the method. As it is not possible or desirable to report each study in detail, we first
present an overview of the 36 studies, using the analytical framework presented in [3]. Then, we
selected four studies representative of the range of methods developed and present them in more
detail.
For t he pur pose of t his r eport, w e us e “ biomedical te rminologies a nd ont ologies” a s a ge neric
term for the various kinds of artifacts available for representing the names, meaning and usage of
biomedical e ntities. O ntologies t ypically d efine types o f e ntities a nd th eir r elations ( e.g., th e
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA)); terminologies tend to focus on naming (e.g., the list of
official gene n ames an d s ymbols es tablished b y t he HUGO G ene N omenclature C ommittee);
thesauri or ganize e ntities f or a given pur pose ( e.g., t he M edical S ubject H eadings – MeSH –
created f or i ndexing the b iomedical lite rature); classifications a llow u sers to p lace e ntities in
non-overlapping classes (e.g., the International Classification of Diseases); and knowledge bases
incorporate assertional knowledge (e.g., “quinine treats malaria”) in addition to the definitional
knowledge found in ontologies (e.g., “pneumonia has location lung”). In many cases, however,
the distinction among these categories of artifacts is not so sharp. For example, some ontologies
also collect names for the entities they represent (e.g., the FMA collects synonyms and names in
languages other than English). Conversely, most terminologies are not mere collections of terms,
but a re or ganized i nto hi erarchies d enoting r elations a mong e ntities. Finally, t he ve ry name of
some of these artifacts is misleading. For example, despite its name, the Gene Ontology is mostly
a controlled vocabulary for the annotation of gene products. For these reasons, we do not attempt
to make a difference between terminologies and ontologies when we refer to the artifacts we analyzed.
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Project Objectives

The overall objective of the Medical Ontology Research project is to develop methods whereby
ontologies can be acquired from existing resources and validated against other knowledge
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sources, including the Unified Medical Language S ystem (UMLS). Investigating the quality of
biomedical terminologies has been an early goal of this project and has remained an important
driving force. Over time, we have investigated a variety of terminologies, turning our attention to
new ontologies as they became available (e.g., the Gene Ontology), or at the request of their developers (e.g., our investigation of the NCI Thesaurus in 2006). We also investigated quality assurance i ssues as p art o f o ther p rojects. For e xample, aligning ont ologies t o t he Foundational
Model of Anatomy prompted us to examine its compliance with ontological principles. More recently, w e i nvestigated t he p ossible s ynergies b etween S NOMED C T and other t erminologies
including M edDRA a nd LOINC. T hese s tudies also r aised s uch i ssues a s c overage and di fferences in representation, which are elements of quality. Although not the only goal of the Medical
Ontology Research project, the theme of quality assurance has been central to our activities.

3

Project Significance

This project is significant from several points of view. By reporting errors to the developers of
biomedical terminologies and terminologies, we contributed to increasing their quality. Despite
the best efforts of the human editors and the use of formalisms such as description logics, content
errors remain frequent in biomedical ontologies and terminologies, which justified the development of m ultiple a pproaches t o i dentifying t hese pr oblems. B y s haring o ur m ethods w ith t he
community, we made it possible for the developers of terminologies and ontologies to implement
into their systems some of the techniques we have developed and to integrate them as part of the
life cycle of their products. Finally, the experience we acquired while working on qu ality issues
benefits organizations s uch w as t he International H ealth T erminology Standard D evelopment
Organization (IHTSDO), of which we have been a member of the Quality Assurance Committee
since its inception in 2007.
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Methods and Procedures

In a recent r eview o f auditing me thods f or b iomedical te rminologies a nd ont ologies, Zhu a nd
colleagues [3] provide an elegant analytical framework fo r analyzing s uch m ethods, w hich w e
borrowed and a dapted l iberally. This f ramework in cludes th e f ollowing elements: w hat is a udited; which knowledge sources are used for auditing; and which methods are used for auditing.
We first present an overview of our research on quality assurance from the perspective of Zhu’s
analytical framework illustrated with specific examples. A complete analysis of the 36 research
studies is summarized in Table 1 ( at t he end of this m anuscript). Then we present four quality
assurance studies in more detail.
4.1
4.1.1

Overview
What is audited

The first element of this framework is the type of entity being audited: Terms/concepts, relations
and categorization. Coverage studies evaluate the presence of concepts (e.g., for genomics [31])
and sometimes of particular terms within concepts (e.g., lay synonyms for technical biomedical
2

terms [36]). R elations c an be i nspected f or c ompleteness ( e.g., [31]) and for c onsistency ( e.g.,
[30]). In this review, we do not distinguish between hierarchical and associative relations. In the
UMLS, where concepts are categorized with semantic types from the Semantic Network, the categorization of the concepts can be audited as well (e.g., [31]). As shown in Figure 1, our main
focus has been on t erms/concepts and relations, including the interplay between these two kinds
of entities.

What is audited
terms/concepts; relations; categorization
terms/concepts; relations
terms/concepts
sem_types; relations
relationships
relations; categorization
relations
0

2
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6

8
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12

Figure 1. Type of entity being audited in the 36 studies reviewed
4.1.2

Knowledge sources used for auditing

The second element characterizes the sources of knowledge used in the auditing. In addition to
terms/concepts, relations and categorization, i.e., elements intrinsic to the terminology itself, extrinsic knowledge sources can be used, including corpora and mappings. Terms and concepts can
be us ed for auditing relations (e.g., because adjectival m odifiers generally create m ore s pecific
terms, the concept acute pharyngitis is more specific than pharyngitis [35]). Relations and categorization can be used jointly in order to assess their consistency (e.g., [33]). Extrinsic resources
include text corpora (e.g., assessing UMLS strings against the Medline corpus [38]) and corpora
of annotations (e.g., functional annotations of gene products used for identifying relations among
concepts f rom t he G ene O ntology [24]). E xisting ma ppings b etween tw o te rminologies e nable
the c omparison o f t heir t erms a nd relations ( e.g., comparing S NOMED C T a nd M edDRA
through t heir m apping t o t he UMLS M etathesaurus [6]). The di stribution of t he t ype of kno wledge sources used is shown in Figure 2. Several knowledge sources are often used in combination, the most frequent combination being the use of terms/concepts and relations.
3
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Figure 2. Type of knowledge sources used in the 36 studies reviewed
4.1.3

Methods used for auditing

In t erms of m ethods, a pproaches t o a uditing t erminologies i nclude l exical, s tructural, s emantic
and s tatistical t echniques. T hese m ethods c an be us ed f or assessing c overage and c onsistency.
Lexical approaches are based on the properties of terms, such as compositionality (e.g., consistency of the relations between compositional terms [30]). Structural approaches are based on the
properties o f th e s tructures u sed f or t he r epresentation of t erminologies, i ncluding t rees or d irected a cyclic graphs (e.g., t esting t he UMLS Metathesaurus f or t he p resence o f h ierarchical
cycles [34]). S emantic methods ge nerally rely on t he c ategorization of U MLS M etathesaurus
concepts with s emantic t ypes (e.g., analysis o f polysemous concepts in the Metathesaurus [9]).
Statistical approaches are used more rarely but can help detect relations among concepts which
co-occur in a corpus (e.g., co-occurring Gene Ontology terms in a corpus of functional annotations of gene products [24]). Other approaches include transforming the formalism of representation of an ontology (e.g., converting the Foundational Model of Anatomy from its native framebased r epresentation t o description lo gics [21]), an d ev aluating t he co mpliance of a n ont ology
with ont ological pr inciples ( e.g., t he r elationships isa and part of are m utually ex clusive [23]).
Finally t erminologies a nd ont ologies can also be e valuated t hrough t heir us e i n a n a pplication
(e.g., [39]) and by comparison to other ontologies to which there exists a mapping (e.g., [6, 36]).
As shown in Figure 3, the approach we utilized the most frequently is a combination of structural
and semantic methods, but we explored a variety of methods, isolated and in combination.
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Methods used for auditing
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Figure 3. Type of methods used in the 36 studies reviewed
4.1.4

Terminologies and ontologies audited

We i nvestigated t welve biomedical t erminologies a nd ont ologies, i ncluding anatomical ont ologies (Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) and the anatomical portion of GALEN), drug terminologies (RxNorm), adverse event terminologies (MedDRA), clinical terminologies (International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), LOINC, the NCI Thesaurus, SNOMED CT), and specialized terminologies, s uch as t he International Classification of Diseases for Oncology ( ICDO). A dditionally, we in vestigated U MLS M etathesaurus, in w hich mo st o f th ese te rminologies
are integrated, as well as its companion upper-level ontology, the UMLS Semantic Network. Finally, we also explored a generic thesaurus of English, WordNet, while investigating consumer
health terminology. Figure 4 recapitulates the various terminologies and ontologies investigated
in the 36 studies reviewed.
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Figure 4. Terminologies and ontologies investigated in the 36 studies reviewed
4.2 Four examples
In this section, we present four particular quality assurance studies to illustrate a variety of methods and terminologies to which they were applied.
4.2.1

Identifying polysemous concepts in the UMLS [4]

The objective of this study was to quantify semantic inconsistency in UMLS concepts from the
perspective o f t heir h ierarchical r elations a nd t o s how how s emantically-inconsistent c oncepts
can help reveal erroneous synonymy relations. Inconsistency is defined in reference to concepts
from t he U MLS M etathesaurus. E ach co ncept i s cat egorized w ith s emantic t ypes f rom t he S emantic Network and semantic types are partitioned into a 15 groups, called semantic groups. A
concept and its parent concept(s) are expected to be in the same semantic group.
Consistency was evaluated by comparing the semantic groups of the two concepts in each pair of
hierarchically-related co ncepts. Answer Set Programming (ASP), a t ype of logic programming,
was used to implement the testing of all hierarchical pairs from the 2M concepts in the UMLS. A
limited number of inconsistent concepts was inspected manually.
We identified 81,512 concepts as inconsistent due to the differences in semantic groups between
the concept and its parent. A vast majority of inconsistent hierarchical relations were not indicative of any real errors, but rather denoted “navigational relations”, i.e., pseudo-hierarchical rela6

tions created for the purpose of navigating within a terminology. Examples of such navigational
links include relations between the sign hepatomegaly (child) and the anatomical structure liver
(parent), from OMIM, and between the test quantitative dosage of the concentration of ketoconazole in plasma or serum (child) and the drug ketoconazole (parent), in LOINC.
Besides navigational relations, we identified a limited number of real errors in the UMLS Metathesaurus. M ore s pecifically, w e d iscovered an i nteresting s emantic p attern al ong h ierarchies,
which seems associated with wrong synonymy. Figure 5 depicts an example of wrong synonymy
identified t hrough t his a pproach. T he c oncept capsule ( pharmacologic) (C1181304) belongs t o
the semantic group Chemicals & Drugs. Its parents include anatomical concepts such as Membranous layer (C2338391), as well as drug concepts (e.g., Pill (C0994475)). Analogously, mixed
semantics i s f ound a mong i ts c hildren, w ith a natomical c oncepts s uch a s Capsule o f ad renal
gland (C1181304) and drug concepts including Oral Capsule (C0991533). In order to address the
wrong s ynonymy i n capsule ( pharmacologic), a distinct concept s hould be created for t he anatomical capsule, with a semantic type from the semantic group Anatomy. Three additional errors
of the same type were identified and reported to the UMLS team.
In conclusion, while most of the inconsistencies identified did not correspond to real errors, we
were able to uncover four instances of wrong s ynonymy through a specific pattern of semantic
rupture along hierarchical relations.
Anatomy

Drug

Membranous layer

Pill

Capsule

Capsule of
adrenal gland

Oral
capsule

Figure 5. Example of wrong synonymy in the UMLS Metathesaurus. The two senses of capsule – from anatomy and drug – are not represented as distinct concepts.
4.2.2

Identifying errors in RxNorm [7]

RxNorm is a standardized nomenclature for clinical drug entities developed by the National Library o f M edicine. As s hown i n Figure 6, t he va rious ki nds of dr ug e ntities ( ingredient, br and
name, c linical dr ug, br anded dr ug, e tc.) f orm a graph and a re l inked b y s pecific r elationships
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(e.g., tradename_of, b etween b rand na me a nd i ngredient). In t his study, we audited relations in
RxNorm f or c onsistency a nd c ompleteness t hrough t he s ystematic a nalysis of t he gr aph o f i ts
concepts and relationships. One of the premises for this work is that, in the RxNorm graph, there
exist alternate paths between a start node and an end node, and that alternate paths are expected
to be equivalent.
tradename_of

ingredient_of

has_ingredient

has_ingredient

has_ingredient

has_tradename

Brand name
(BN)

ingredient_of

ingredient_of

Ingredient
(IN)

tradename_of

consists_of

consists_of
constitutes

tradename_of

consists_of

Clinical drug
(SCD)

has_tradename

Branded drug
component
(SBDC)

constitutes

constitutes

Clinical drug
component
(SCDC)

Branded drug
(SBD)

inverse_isa

isa

has_ingredient

ingredient_of

has_tradename

has_ingredient

tradename_of

inverse_isa

Clinical drug
form
(SCDF)

isa

ingredient_of

has_tradename

Branded drug
form
(SBDF)

Figure 6. Graph of the eight major categories in RxNorm and their interrelations
We started by normalizing representation of multi-ingredient drugs in order to make it compatible with that of single-ingredient drugs. That is, we created new “multi-ingredients” composed of
several i ngredients, s o t hat t he corresponding br and name poi nts t o one multi-ingredient r ather
than several ingredients. All meaningful paths between two nodes in the type graph were computed and instantiated. Alternate paths were automatically compared and manually inspected in
case of inconsistency.
The 115 m eaningful p aths i dentified i n t he t ype graph can b e grouped i nto 28 groups with respect to start and end nodes. Of the 19 groups of alternate paths (i.e., with two or more paths)
between the start and end nodes, 9 (47%) exhibited inconsistencies. Overall, 28 (24%) of the 115
paths were inconsistent with other alternate paths. A total of 348 inconsistencies were identified
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in the April 2008 version of RxNorm and reported to the RxNorm team, of which 215 (62%) had
been corrected in the January 2009 version of RxNorm.
Here is one particular type of error identified though our analysis. We found cases where the direct p ath between brand name and ingredient was i nconsistent w ith al ternate p aths, s uch as the
indirect path through branded drug and clinical drug. In 17 cases, a brand name entity has no relation to any ingredient entities. Examples include Sochlor, not linked directly to its ingredient, Sodium chloride. All 17 cases had been corrected in the January 2009 version of RxNorm.
In c onclusion, t he inconsistencies id entified in volved missing node s (93), m issing l inks ( 17),
extraneous l inks ( 237) a nd one case of m ix-up be tween t wo i ngredients. O ur auditing m ethod
proved effective in identifying a limited number of errors that had defeated the quality assurance
mechanisms c urrently i n pl ace i n t he R xNorm p roduction s ystem. W e p rovided s ome r ecommendations for the development of RxNorm.
4.2.3

Non-lexical approaches to identifying relations in the Gene Ontology [24]

The G ene O ntology ( GO) i s a c ontrolled voc abulary w idely us ed f or the a nnotation of g ene
products. GO is organized in three hierarchies for molecular functions, cellular components, and
biological processes but no relations are provided among terms across hierarchies. The objective
of this study was to investigate three non-lexical approaches to identifying such associative relations in GO and compare them among themselves and to lexical approaches. The motivation for
this work was that GO was at the time limited to isa and part_of relationships within a given hierarchy and did not explicitly represent any relations across hierarchies.
The three approaches were: computing similarity in a v ector space model, statistical analysis of
co-occurrence of GO terms in annotation databases, and association rule mining. Five annotation
databases (FlyBase, the Human subset of GOA, MGI, SGD, and WormBase) were used in this
study. These m ethods w ere ev aluated a gainst s everal b aselines i ncluding o ne l exical ap proach
based on t erms compositionality (i.e., when one term is included in another term), the existence
of relations in the UMLS, and the existence of co-occurrence relations in Medline.
A total of 7,665 associations were identified by at least one of the three non-lexical approaches.
Of these, 12% were identified by more than one approach. While there are almost 6,000 l exical
relations among GO terms, only 203 associations were identified by both non-lexical and lexical
approaches. Specific examples of relations identified through these approaches are listed in Table 2.
In c onclusion, t he t hree non -lexical a pproaches t o i dentifying r elations i n t he G ene O ntology
were p roductive and co mplementary to the lexical approach. The associations identified in this
study could serve as the starting point for adding associative relations across hierarchies to GO,
but would require manual curation. We suggested that this approach, primarily designed for the
acquisition of new relations, could also find application to quality assurance of annotation databases by suggesting related terms to curators.
9

4.2.4

potassium channel activity
potassium ion transport
chemokine activity
immune response
hemoglobin complex
oxygen transport
taste receptor activity
perception of taste
metal ion transporter activity
metal ion transport
transport vesicle
transport
gap junction
cell communication

[GO:0005267]
[GO:0006813]
[GO:0008009]
[GO:0006955]
[GO:0005833]
[GO:0015671]
[GO:0008527]
[GO:0050909]
[GO:0046873]
[GO:0030001]
[GO:0030133]
[GO:0006810]
[GO:0005921]
[GO:0007154]
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BP:
MF:
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MF:
BP:
CC:
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CC:
BP:

COC

Association

VSM

Table 2 – Examples of association identified simultaneously by several methods (VSM: vector space model; COC: co-occurrences; ARM: association rule mining; LEX: lexical approach; REL: existing relations in the UMLS; MDL: co-occurrence in Medline)

X

X
X

Lexical approaches to assessing the consistency of relations in SNOMED [30]

We investigated the use of adjectival modification as a way o f as sessing the s ystematic u se o f
linguistic phenomena to represent similar lexical or semantic features in the constituent terms of
a vocabulary. For a p air of adjectival modifiers often associated with the same context (e.g., primary adrenal insufficiency, secondary adrenal insufficiency), w e w anted t o a ssess w hether t he t wo
concepts are siblings and children of the same context parent (adrenal insufficiency).
Terms c onsisting of on e or m ore a djectival m odifiers f ollowed b y a h ead noun were s elected
from d isease an d p rocedure t erms i n S NOMED. F requently co-occurring a djectival mo difiers
were s ystematically co mbined w ith t he c ontexts ( i.e., te rms min us mo difier) o f each mo difier.
The existence of these combinations was checked in both SNOMED and the entire UMLS Metathesaurus; t he t erm c orresponding t o t he c ontext a lone was similarly checked. R elationships
among terms sharing a context and between each of these terms and their context were studied.
Four pairs of modifiers were studied: (acute, chronic), (unilateral, bilateral), (primary, secondary), and
(acquired, congenital). The numbers of contexts studied for each pair ranged from 73 t o 974. The
percentage of contexts associated with both modifiers ranged from 5% to 50% in SNOMED and
from 10% t o 60% i n U MLS. T he pr esence of t he c ontext t erm va ried f rom 31% t o 64% i n
SNOMED a nd from 43 % t o 79% i n U MLS. F inally, 172 oc currences (9%) of s ynonymy between a m odified t erm and t he context t erm w ere f ound i n S NOMED. 145 s uch oc currences
(8%) were found in the entire Metathesaurus.
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The pair (acquired, congenital) will be used to illustrate the results. A global evaluation of the consistency of the representation of terms modified by acquired or congenital in SNOMED is shown
in Figure 7. 974 contexts are associated with either modifier of the pair. Both modified terms are
present i n S NOMED i n 52 cases, and i n t he UMLS i n 97 c ases ( e.g., acquired spondylolisthesis,
congenital spondylolisthesis). Terms modified by congenital only (e.g., congenital bronchiectasis) are
more frequent (822 in SNOMED) than those modified by acquired only (e.g., acquired epidermolysis bullosa, 100 in SNOMED). Their contexts (e.g., epidermolysis bullosa) are present in SNOMED
in 306 cases and in the UMLS in 418 cases. The terms modified by acquired and congenital are not
frequently represented a s s iblings i n S NOMED (10 c ases). For e xample, acquired keratoderma
(D0-22310) a nd congenital keratoderma (D4-40130) a re r epresented i n t wo s eparate b ranches o f
the di sease hi erarchy i n S NOMED. M oreover, t he r elationships be tween m odified t erms a nd
their context also contribute to the characterization of a pair of modifiers. Most terms modified
by acquired and congenital do not have any paradigmatic relationship represented with their context. For example, although keratoderma exists as a concept in the Metathesaurus, there is no relationship between acquired keratoderma or congenital keratoderma and keratoderma. In 44 c ases, the
relationship is hierarchical (e.g., between congenital porphyria and porphyria). In 18 cases, the modified term and its context are siblings (e.g., congenital Addison’s disease and Addison’s disease). Finally, i n 99 c ases, t hey are c onsidered s ynonyms i n S NOMED ( e.g., acquired polycythemia and
polycythemia).

Context term present (31%)
X
4%
Acquired
only (10%)

Acquired X

1%

Congenital X

Congenital
only (84%)

Both present (5%)
Figure 7. Evaluation of the consistency of the representation of terms modified by acquired
or congenital in SNOMED
In c onclusion, w e s howed t hat there w as limite d c onsistency in th e r epresentation o f d isease
terms in S NOMED a nd, to a s maller e xtent, in the U MLS M etathesaurus. The u se o f l exical
knowledge, namely adjectival modification, was effective for assessing the systematic use of linguistic phenomena to represent similar lexical or semantic features in the constituent terms of a
vocabulary.
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5

Project Status

This project is an ongoing project, under the umbrella of the Medical Ontology Research project.
As shown in Figure 8, our commitment to assessing the quality of biomedical terminologies and
ontologies ha s be en s ustained ove r t he p ast t welve years. T he 36 s tudies l isted i n t his r eport
represent 28% of our publications. Other research efforts in our project have included ontology
alignment (with focus on anatomical ontologies), development of terminology services and visualization t ools ( e.g., R xNav a nd a pplication pr ogramming i nterfaces f or R xNorm), t he us e of
Semantic W eb t echnologies for i nformation i ntegration i n bi omedicine, and applications of s emantic similarity among biomedical concepts (e.g., to information retrieval).

Year of publication
25
20
15
10

total
QA

5
0

Figure 8. Proportion of publications from our group devoted to quality assurance

6

Evaluation Plan

Each quality assurance research study is different and includes elements of evaluation. One typical ev aluation s chema i s m anual r eview o f t he results b y s ubject m atter ex perts. Ideally, t he
evaluation is performed in collaboration with the developers of the terminology or ontology, who
analyze the potential errors identified and correct them in the next version of the product. In our
experience, this has happened, for example, with the Foundational Model of Anatomy ([21]) and
with RxNorm ([7]). In both cases, our methods had detected a limited number of errors that had
defeated the quality assurance mechanisms in place in terminology development systems. In other cases, the quality assurance process is mostly automated. This is the case, for example, of the
automatic process we developed for creating a directed acyclic graph from hierarchical relations
in the UMLS Metathesaurus ([34]), which we use routinely to find the closest MeSH term from
an arbitrary UMLS concept by traversing this graph.
12

7

Project Schedule and Resources

Some of these research studies have involved exclusively Lister Hill Center personnel, including
project staff members and other Lister Hill researchers. (The Medical Ontology Research project
has benefited from the programming support of one or two staff members over time.) This is the
case of our work on R xNorm [ 7, 15] ), s ome comparative work between terminologies ([6, 12 13]), and earlier work with the UMLS ([27, 29, 33-34]). Other projects have been carried out by
summer s tudents (e.g., [5]) and post-doctoral s tudents ( e.g., [ 5, 19, 22] ). F inally, a significant
part of our work is done in collaboration with research groups outside NIH, including former visiting scientists who spent some time in our group (e.g., [17, 21]). In addition to Lister Hill colleagues, our collaborators have included academic groups from several sites in the US (Harvard,
University of Utah, University at Buffalo and New Jersey Institute of Technology), as well as in
countries including France, Germany, the Netherlands, Turkey and China.

8

Summary and Future Plans

As part of the Medical Ontology Research project, we have explored quality assurance issues in
biomedical terminologies and ontologies including SNOMED CT, the NCI Thesaurus, the Foundational M odel of A natomy ( FMA), a nd R xNorm. W e ha ve a lso e xploited t he or ganizational
structure o f t he U nified Medical Language S ystem ( UMLS) f or qua lity assurance pu rposes. In
our w ork, w e put s pecial e mphasis on t he de velopment of pr incipled, automated, s calable m ethods, applied systematically to the entire content of a terminology by independent researchers,
as opposed to manual review of subsets by domain experts.
The outcome of our work is twofold. From an academic perspective, we have developed effective quality as surance processes, w hich w e ha ve shared w ith t he c ommunity t hrough s cientific
publications and presentations at conferences. The practical impact of our work is our contribution t o t he i mprovement of t he qua lity of t he t erminologies and ont ologies w e i nvestigated.
While onl y a l imited num ber of errors have b een i dentified – which is a testament to the high
quality of these artifacts – these errors had defeated the quality assurance mechanisms in place in
terminology d evelopment s ystems. A num ber of such i nconsistencies a nd e rrors ha ve b een r eported to their developers of the biomedical terminologies and ontologies we investigated, resulting in incremental improvement of these terminological resources.
In the future, we want to develop the use of Semantic Web technologies (RDF / SPARQL and
OWL) t o s upport qu ality assurance i n bi omedical t erminologies and o ntologies. Preliminary
work ha s shown t hat t he us e of t hese t echnologies can help r educe t he a mount of ad hoc programming necessary for investigating the quality of ontologies. We have also started to investigate te rminologies o f c linical interest, s uch a s N DF-RT, i n or der t o e valuate their capacity t o
support clinical decision. We are especially interested in evaluating quality issues through applications (e.g., usefulness of the therapeutic classes present in NDF-RT for supporting the identification of dr ug-drug in teractions). Finally, we r emain c ommitted to imp roving th e q uality o f
SNOMED CT through our participation in the activities of the IHTSDO.
13
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Table 1. Overview of characteristics of the Quality Assurance studies reported (based on Zhu’s criteria)
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